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Township candidates suggest changes

By David Mahanan
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Carbondale Township voters can cast their votes Tuesday for township supervisor and road commissioner. Each party is running one candidate for each office.

Running for township supervisor are W. L. "Bill" Brandon, Republican incumbent, and Tom Bevird, a Democrat serving as technical consultant for Carbondale's Rag and Pest Control Department.

Candidates for township road commissioner are Rollin Blythe, Democrat, and Roy Clark, Republican. Both Blythe and Clark are farmers.

The township supervisor is currently an assistant member of the Jackson County Board of Supervisors, but this will change after May, 1972, when county board members will be elected independently. The board is the county's governing body.

After May, 1972, the only job left for the township supervisor will be to administer the Carbondale Township General Assistance Office. According to Brandon, this will still be a full-time job.

The township highway commissioner is administrator of local road funds.

Bevird and Brandon were recently interviewed to find their views on the office of township supervisor and what they propose to do if elected.

Tom Bevird

Tom Bevird, 36, said he wants to give county government a "new direction." He cited reapportionment, law enforcement, the health department and new programs as areas he is particularly concerned with.

Bevird said that Jackson County is one of the state's most malapportioned counties and must be re-apportioned.

Carbondale Township is larger than many other townships put together, Bevird said, but has only one vote on the county board.

In the area of law enforcement, Bevird proposes that deputy county sheriff's deputies be put on a strict merit system. Currently, deputies are hired and fired according to their political party. Deputies may receive training when hired, only to be fired within four years if the other party elects the next sheriff. Bevird said, "A merit system is the only way to assure good law enforcement," he said.

Bevird said that he would like to see the county health department receive enough funds to assure that it has a full-time physician, as well as an adequate number of health inspectors.

A county-wide rat control program is one new program that Bevird proposes.

Gus Bode

Gus says maybe the AFT should change its name to Association of Frustrated Teachers.

Nixon frees Calley from Army stockade

SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. (AP) - President Nixon ordered Lt. William L. Calley Jr. to be released from imprisonment Thursday pending review of his conviction of war crimes at My Lai.

Defense lawyers had pressed for freedom for the 27-year-old Calley pending appeal of his sentence. But they lodged their request with the new commander, Maj. Gen. Orwin Talbott. The President's intervention appeared to catch the Army here by surprise.

The President personally telephoned the chief of staff to free Calley from the stockade at Ft. Benning, Ga.

Presidential press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said Nixon acted as President, rather than as commander-in-chief, and "This is not a legal step, it was taken at the President's discretion."

Calley had been kept at the stockade under heavy guard since his conviction by a six-man military jury Monday of the premeditated murder of at least 22 VI named Vietnamese men, women and children at My Lai, March 16, 1968.

Nixon directed that Calley be freed from the two-room officer cell area in the stockade. The White House said Nixon acted in his "own initiative."

Ziegler, asked if Calley would be under guard, said he would be "on the same basis as during the court martial until Ziegler said in elaboration that restrictions were placed on Calley's movements during that time.

Ziegler said the chief executive personally felt that Calley should not continue in the stockade, or go to the military prison at Leavenworth, Kan., until reviews and possible appeals of his conviction have been completed.

The presidential action also forecasted any plan to transfer Calley to the Army disciplinary barracks at Ft. Leavenworth, Kan., a move that had been considered possible.

Appeals from the life sentence imposed by the trial jury Wednesday afternoon are automatic in the initial stage of the military court process.

Later they may be continued in the higher reaches of the military and federal court systems. If Calley's case went the entire appeal route, it could take years.

Calley had led a relatively free pattern of life since being indicted for murder Sept. 5, 1969, on the eve of his scheduled release from service. During the 18 intervening months, Calley was stationed at Fort Barry, Calif., near the northernmost edge of the U.S. invasion, with his living quarters across the street from his former non-commissioned officer's quarters.

The chief restriction imposed on him was that he could not leave Ft. Benning without permission.

SIU faculty organizes local chapter of AFT

SIU now has a local chapter of the American Federation of Teachers union (AFT) at least on paper.

Twenty-one faculty member signed a charter Thursday at a meeting in Morris Library Auditorium. The national AFT, an autonomous union composed of about 1,000 locals in all educational sectors, requires ten faculty members to sign a charter before a local can be established.

The AFT is affiliated with the AFL-CIO.

An organizational meeting of the new group is planned for next week. Information on the meeting will be announced later.

Thursday's meeting was announced in a newsletter mailed to faculty by ten faculty members. About 35 persons attended the meeting. Matthew Kelley, assistant professor of philosophy, and Jonathan Sedler, assistant professor in mathematics, led the discussion.

The newsletter asked faculty to join in establishing a local chapter of the AFT which would be "independent of the organizational structure and statutes of the University and will exist to support and further the interests, goals and values of the teaching faculty."

Although a variety of reasons for establishing the union were varied at the meeting including alleged "wastes of money by the University, firing of competent teachers, misleading the public for smaller numbers of students in classrooms, the need for a bargaining agent and unified organization to back the faculty and the need for better working conditions in a decentralized university," the document made on what the goals of the new organization would be.
River fest may get aid

CHICAGO (AP) — The executive committee of the Illinois Arts Council announced Wednesday a proposal that the council contribute $50,000 to the support of the 1971 Mississippi River Festival. If approved, the subsidy would be for one year only. The money would come from private donations and federal matching funds granted to the council. None of the council’s appropriation from the state legislature would be used.

The annual six-week festival, begun in 1960 on the Edwardsville campus of SIU, will have a $175,000 subsidy from SIU this summer and faces a financial crisis.

Peter Pastreich, managing director of the festival and general manager of the St. Louis Symphony which performs at the festival, said festival organizers expect to contribute $60,000 to the 1971 program. He said the organizers also plan to conduct a fund-raising campaign to raise an additional $123,000.

He suggested that the arts council contribute $311,000 and the city of St. Louis, $23,000. The festival’s education program, a major educational activity, will cost $90,000.

The arts council recommended to its executive committee that if the $50,000 subsidy is approved, the funds be used for the type of program already supported by the council, that is, services to the arts community, conducting workshops and sponsoring young people’s concerts.

The initial cost of preparing a site for the festival and protecting a large area on the festival grounds — about $90,000 — was picked up by the University.

The University also contributed $273,000 in operating costs in 1970 and 1971. But the University cut off festival funds for 1972 after it was criticized for spending such a large amount of money on a private cultural project.

Demos drive to raise minimum hourly wage

WASHINGTON (AP) — House Democrats opened a drive Thursday to raise the current minimum wage of $1.40 an hour to $2 by Jan. 1973. A bill introduced Thursday providing the new rates and coverage would be before the House next month, said Rep. John H. Dent, D-Pa., sponsor of the legislation.

Spearheaded by Carl Albert, who appeared at a news conference with other leaders, the broad support for the bill, which would provide the first increase in the minimum wage for nonagricultural workers who are now covered to $1.80 on Jan. 1, 1972, and to $2 on Jan. 1, 1973.

Agriculture employees, who now get $1.50 an hour, would go to $1.80 next Jan. 1 and to $2 on Jan. 1, 1974.

The estimated five to seven million public employees who would be newly covered by the bill would start at $1.80 next Jan. 1 and go to $2 a year later, the bill would leave only about 2½ million workers uncovered.

SEX IS YOUR BUSINESS

We believe you’re entitled to your privacy when it comes to buying contraceptives. We’re a nonprofit family planning agency and we sell you contraceptives through our mail order department. Our mail order department handles mail orders for the mail order division of the company, which specializes in all products including first aids, all European and American contraceptives, plus home health products. We offer birth control and contraceptives at the lowest possible prices. We offer all brands and products, including the best brands, lowest prices, and we are committed to providing the highest quality products available.

BUILDING PLANS FOR A 50 STORY TOWER

The building plans for the new 50-story tower in downtown Chicago are being released to the public. The tower will be the new headquarters for the construction company. It will be located at the corner of Clark and Washington. The building will be 50 stories tall and will house over 1500 employees. The company is currently working on the project and expects to complete it in 1975.
Student Activities scheduled for the weekend

Friday
Good Teaching Practices for Exceptional Children: meetings, 8 a.m.-8 p.m. University Center.
Student Activities Films: "Dead Saw," 7:30 and 10 p.m. Farr Auditorium; admission 75 cents. "Adviso and Consent," 7:30 and 10 p.m. Davis Auditorium; admission free.
Dance Discussions: speaker, Paul Lohfort, SIU; basketball coach, 5 p.m. Oak Room of Green Hall.
Intramural Recreation: 1 p.m.-midnight, Pulliam weight room; 4:30 p.m.-7 p.m. Pulliam gym; 7 p.m.-midnight, Pulliam pool.
University Center Programming Board and Cultural Affairs. May Day Celebration: 8 p.m. University Center Roman Room.
Alpha Kappa Alpha dance, 9 p.m. University Center Ballrooms.
Sigma Gamma Rho meeting, 7:45 p.m. Agriculture Seminar Room.
Women's Recreation Association: 6-6 p.m. Gym 207; 7:45 p.m. Gym 114.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship meeting, 7:45 p.m. Wham 112.
Free School: "Comparative Theology," 12:20 p.m. University Center Activity Room C.
Interpreter's Theatre: "Trumpet of the New Moon," 8 p.m., Calypso Theater.

Saturday
Counseling and Testing Center: National Teachers Exam, 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Lawson 171; G.E.D. Exam, 8 a.m.-noon. Morris Library Auditorium. Graduate Business Exam, 8 a.m.-1 p.m. Math Library Auditorium. Agriculture Building: placement and proficiency exams, noon-3 p.m. Morris Library Auditorium; 3:45-6 p.m. Life Science I-109, 10 a.m.-noon. Nebrak Room and Band.
Good Teaching Practices Conference: 8 a.m., Lawson Hall.
Student Activities Films: "War Lover," 7:30 and 10 p.m. Davis Auditorium; admission free.
"Walk-Don't Run," 7:30 and 10 p.m. Farr Auditorium; admission 75 cents.
Illinois High School Association Solo and Ensemble Contest: 8 a.m., Alfond Hall.
Children's Program: "Pooh Pooh," by Free-Hartman College, for children ages 4-10, 10 a.m., Calypso Theater; admission 50 cents.
University Center Programming Board: coffee House, 8 p.m. University Center Roman Room.
Sigma Gamma Rho dance, 9 p.m. 12:45-4 a.m. University Center.

Remote Sensing lecture Tuesday
Jerald J. Cook, director of the Center for Environmental Sensing at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, will speak on "The Value of Remote Sensing Techniques in Environmental Studies." He will speak in the Morris Library Auditorium from 9 a.m. on Monday. According to Tom Trenner, a permit director for R. Backmunster Fuller, remote sensing is a way of determining where objects exist by using radar and infra-red techniques.

GRAND OPENING
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Parents, stay cool

Parents of the world, relax.
Perhaps this is the best advice that could be given to parents who fear that their teenage children will succumb to the temptation of drugs. By being cool, parents usually manage to lose any advantage they have with their children.

If the child is approaching the age of being exposed to drugs (and that age is getting younger!), parents should openly discuss the subject with him.

A valid theory here is that most parents don’t begin to know as much about the subject as their young children, and the temptation is to exaggerate the idea, thus scaring the child. Don’t do that.

According to Dr. Robert E. Gould, senior psychiatrist and chief of adolescent services at Bellevue University Medical Center, New York, complete honesty and accurate information are crucial. Hypocrisy, lying or distortion of known facts will undermine the value of teaching children to avoid drug use.

One common misconception eagerly passed along to children is that marijuana inevitably leads to use of harder drugs. Not so, says Dr. Gould. With marijuana, a child will go on to harder drugs depends on his need for drugs in general and, if he does, it indicates a personality disturbance.

The argument that almost all heroin users confess to starting on marijuana doesn’t hold water. Dr. Gould says, and he’s almost all used alcohol, too.

Speaking of alcohol leads to the matter of hypocrisy. Most children begin using drugs by raiding the medicine cabinets in their homes. Many are also exposed to the excesses of cigarette and alcohol use in their homes. No doubt the lectures of parents guilty of these excesses carry little weight with their children.

Dr. Gould suggests that parents realize the difference between experiment with tempting drugs and abuse of drugs. Children are using marijuana, he says, because they are curious and because they wish to be part of the group. Drug usage among a younger generation who smoked cigarettes and alcohol. Parents must keep this in mind if they are to keep their perspective.

All this is not to say that parents should encourage or permit their children to use marijuana. According to Dr. Gould, no mood changing drug should be encouraged in the immature ego and personality.

Parents should appeal to their children’s reasoning ability. Granted, they should admit, there is no concrete evidence that marijuana is harmful, but of the mind or the brain, they should add, there are indications that this may be so. Does the child want to take a chance? That is the key question.

If parents suspect that their child has been experimenting with drugs, they should ask the child directly and be willing to accept an honest “yes” without recriminations. There is perhaps no less constructive reaction than to preach or punish at that point.

Above all, the child should know that his parents are not against him per se, but about what the neighbors will think. The child should know that the parent disapproves, however, and by being educated with the correct drug information, the parent can prove to the child that he knows what he is talking about.

Children need discipline. Fair discipline gives the child security because he knows that his parents will not let him go “too far.” Consequently, to avoid problems, parents should be willing to exercise parental authority. They should know where their children are and what they will be doing.

Children should know that their parents understand how much they want to be “in.” They should also know how much their parents want to help them avoid harm.

By staying calm and being armed with correct information, parents just may be able to win the battle against drugs. It may take a while to confirm that and help these children. What it will take is a solid, working relationship between parent and child, not hysterics.

Lyra Simpson
Student Writer

Letter Verification

For the protection of all letter writers, authorship must be verified. Contributors are asked to bring letters in person to the Daily Egyptian before publication. An address and telephone number should be included. Letters will be withheld until authorship is verified.

‘Dean Sade’ explains football farm system

To the Daily Egyptian

Donald Boydston, SIU athletic director, said in the March 16 Daily Egyptian that we provide a free farm system costing “thousands of dollars per athlete” for professional football. I have heard that SIU is having a hard time making ends (financial) meet so I felt a little confused by our apparently generous toward professional sports. I decided to consult Dean Sade about the puzzle.

‘Say Sade,’ I said, ‘I’m confused. Doesn’t SIU have a small deficit of a million dollars this year and expect a slightly larger one of around eight million next year?’

‘Right,’ said Sade. ‘And tuition is being raised to meet expenses?’

‘Right,’ said the head, said Sade.

‘And housing costs are being increased to defray debts?”

‘Yes,’ said Sade, adding a playful karate chop at my forhead.

‘And undergraduate jobs and graduate assistantships in sports are being cut back to decrease expenditure?’

‘Right,’ said Sade.

‘And all financial assistance, except NCAA scholarships, is going to be less cause Ogilvie is picking on SIU?’

‘Right,’ said Sade, kissing the inside of my elbow in delight.

‘Well, I’ve got you there,’ I said in triumph.

‘Then how can the University afford to spend thousands of dollars to train every athlete for pro sports like Doug Breitman said?’

‘Ha!’ yelled Sade. ‘Ha and ha again, fortrotting around his desk in glee. ‘That’s where you’re mistaken. The University doesn’t pay for it—it’s the students who do with their athletic fee.

‘By God,’ I cried, ‘that’s philosophically clever! You mean the school is going to increase my tuition?’

‘Hey, hey,’ he said kidding me lightly in the thigh.

‘Decrease my assistance?’

‘Hey, heh, heh.

‘Raise my rent?’

‘Beautiful, beautiful.

‘Well—like it ways on Chief Joule’s patrol car—they serve all people—especially students,’ grinned Sade, touching his left foot.

‘I impound my three-cylinder, handpainted fobwatch for driving my unicycle on the grass!’

‘And, in addition, get me to pay for a pro sports training camp,’ I sobbed. ‘I’m aghast at the ingenuity. But wait,’ I said. ‘SIU’s got around seventeen airplanes, right? We could sell a couple of the bigger birds to pay for the pro camps. Hey?’

‘Oh, no, no, no,’ exclaimed Sade. ‘Can’t do that—need them to transport the teams to the games.’

‘Isn’t there any way out?’

‘Well,’ said Sade with sly humor, ‘you might try rowing to Missouri.’

Trevor J. Swanson
Graduate Student

‘No Parking’ sign hides SIU’s cannon

To the Daily Egyptian:

I, for one, thing that SIU should receive the “Beautiful Campus” award (if there is one!). Seriously, with the constant landscaping, transplanting and gardening that goes on, someone is definitely interested in the beauty of our academic setting.

However, there is one glaring blot on this record that could not be in a more obvious place. Whoever is responsible for placing the “No Parking” sign directly in front of the cannon should have the “Foolish Finger of Fate” award.

The work on the “quad” is very impressive, but that sign spoils the whole view from Illinois Avenue, not to mention hiding one of the most cherished traditions that SIU just might have! There are signs directly to the left and right, and the cannon is painted yellow. Surely that particular sign would not be missed—after all, we do have a great many others on campus.

John A. Metzger
Graduate Student

Letters to the Editor
I

The battle of bottles—the rising revolt against the nonreturnables—is gaining momentum and recruits as more and more communities puzzle over what to do with the increasing volume of trash from the new plastic packaging.

Bowie, Md., was the first to cry, "We’ve had it," and legislate against the buy-and-discard beverage containers that litter roads and beauty spots and present a costly problem in municipal disposal. This city near Washington, D.C., prohibited the sale of nonreturnable metal or glass beer and soft drink containers.

"We feel," said Mayor Leo E. Green, "that this is the beginning step toward conserving our environment, especially in attacking the mammoth litter problem of the airways." He also said it was the only practical measure. We fully realize that major steps must be taken on a regional level, but we felt it was vital to act immediately at the local level to attack this problem.

Few people have ever heard of Salmon Arm, British Columbia. Even many Canadians don’t know its name. But Salmon Arm recently put itself on the map in a big way as far as the glass-container industry is concerned when its citizens joined the battle against the throwaway bottles. Many other communities have since heard of the Salmon Arm revolt and want to know how they can do likewise.

Newspaper starts campaign

Last year, publisher Denis Marshall and editor Gordon Priestman of the Salmon Arm Observer began an all-out battle against the litter and pollution that begins running stories and editorials on the problem, explaining their "no return" policy and listing cans that were strewn along the area’s roads and banked in ditches and swales.

For months the paper carried advertisements urging readers to boycott beverage products in nonreturnable containers. With the glass-container industry heard about this, it complained that the paper was picking on a particular vessel and discriminating against beverage bottles when a hundred other types—retail packaging are making Little Guns.

The paper pointed out that nonreturnable glass bottles are the major source of unnecessary waste on which a meaningful attack can be made because glass has a definite reuse value, proven by the fact that "no deposit, no return" is a new merchandising development. Just about everybody can remember when milk and soft drink bottles were returnable to stores or redemption centers over and over again.

The paper admitted that other forms of consumer packaging are inaneconomic and costly pollutants and must also become the target for antipollution crusaders.

"Nonreturnables," said one editorial, "are a particularly bad form of litter because of the ever-increasing number in use, because great quantities are consumed in public places, because they constitute a safety hazard and because glass is so nearly indestructible that unless removed it will be lying where it falls 1,000 years from now.

Merchants cooperate

The paper’s antilitter crusade aroused so much public support that local merchants decided to cooperate, agreeing to handle only returnable bottles. They set up an eventual bottle redemption depot to cut down on the cost and trouble of collecting and storage.

Alerted to the growing menace of throwaway packaging, the Downtown Salmon Arm Cooperative Association passed a strict antilitter and antipollution act which included a ban on nonreturnable beverage containers and provided for a two-cent-a-bottle refund on all containers returned to the store. Bottles, of course, are cheap and sometimes the least objectionable part of the trash and pollution problem generated by consumer product packaging. But bottles are a menace, irrespective, and those who find they symbolize for many people the fallacies of enforced waste for consumer convenience.

Just as bad or worse are the myriad nonreturnable plastic containers being used to package everything from nuts and bolts to necessary foodstuffs. Carrots in the supermarket. Americans are now throwing away more than four million tons of plastic packaging material every year, plus some 36 billion bottles.

An antipollution crusade which originated with high school students and young adults has encouraged the town of Zephyr Point, Calif., to stop the sale of some nonreturnable and disposable glass and metal beverage containers within the city limits because of their "adverse effect upon the environment.”

Train riders have to ‘want it’

By Jenkins Lloyd Jones
Los Angeles Times Syndicate

Last weekend, as dusk gathered over the endless plains of northern New Mexico, I sat at dinner on the Super Chief across from a charming lady from Detroit who admitted she was afraid to fly.

"I have probably flown 1,000 times," she said, "but for no reason—I never had a really bad flying experience—this phobia gradually crept up on me, and now I get scared whenever I think of taking off."

You might say that the lady was a hard-core train rider. Her choice lay between taking the train, a bus, or a plane.

And I am a soft-core train rider—one who grows weary of watching a featureless blue-Arizona rail writhe beneath his feet and who, should the weekend presents itself, sometimes seizes the opportunity to see what the vast land really looks like from a Pullman window.

There are many more airplane-phobia victims than one might suspect. Most of them are not as honest as the lady from Detroit. They come up with elaborate excuses for being groundlings, to the exasperation of their friends and business associates. Eventually they are found out so it is better to be honest.

But it is axiomatic that if long-distance railroad service in America is to survive, there are going to have to be enough hard-core and soft-core railroad riders to keep it alive.

For, aside from the joys inherent in a good train and the fascination of watching this endlessly-varied land unfold at horsetrack level, there are no other advantages.

The train is no longer measurably safer than the commercial plane. Daycoach fares are only slightly cheaper and Pullman fares substantially more expensive than air fares. For any appreciable distance trains take considerably longer. You have to want to ride a train.

This wanting has been put to severe test in recent years, due to the continued stupidity of regulatory bodies and some railroad management. Because the regulations really allow a railroad to divest itself of a losing train unless it could prove horrendous losses, many head office strategists ensured that the train service was as awful as possible. The price in public good will—good will which the carriers desperately need in the face of their real economic problems—was incalculable.

Until last year it seemed certain that the American passenger train would die in the wake of the canal boat and stageloga. Then last October, Congress passed and the President signed a bill to set up a National Railroad Passenger Corp. (Railpaxx) which would preserve a skeleton rail network between 21 pairs of major American cities.

In 1929, there were 30,000 daily passenger trains in America. Now there are fewer than 400. Railpaxx would cut the number in half again, but out of the pool of 3,500 existing cars, it would select 1,300 to 1,500 of the newest and best. All long-distance trains would carry diners, sleepers and lounge cars.

Planned is a centralized reservation bureau, reachable by toll-free calls and efficient little stations to replace the cornucopias that stood at the gates. If things go well during the two-year trial, new equipment would be ordered, probably modeled on the laurel that overseas.

Will Railpaxx work? It will almost certainly have success in the short haul, high-density corridors like Boston-New York, New York-Washington, Chicago-Milwaukee or even Chicago-St. Louis. There the passenger volumes are already overwhelming the railroad lines and rail cars.

"Recycling of reusable products in waste is the only solution," said WH D. Carey, executive director of the Glass Container Manufacturers Institute.

Communities such as South San Francisco, Bowie and Salmon Arm hope that recycling can come to their areas. It is the logical solution to the usable bottle as a means of partial relief from the trash barrage.

Nonreturnable containers meet boycotts, legislation

Editor’s Note: Although public littering is not the main cause of pollution, it is a highly visible problem which some communities are beginning to combat. The following story shows how three towns are focusing their old battle against glass- and plastic-containing products.

By John Brown
City Times Service

An ordinance banning their sale was recently passed in two northern New Mexico towns, preventing the selling such containers joined with attorneys of container manufacturers to oppose the antipollution measure. The city managers predict a forthcoming legal injunction from the opponents to forestall enforcement of the ordinance, which would carry a $100 fine for violators.

Nonreturnable containers from South San Francisco’s markets, beverage purveyors and other retail outlets are a substantial part of the vast output of plastic and glass waste. Some plants are already in operation recycling is still in the experimental stage but private firms and government agencies are rethinking the technology involved in the point where this process will be able to take a sizable bite out of the growing mountain of usable trash.

"Recycling of reusable products in waste is the only solution," said WH D. Carey, executive director of the Glass Container Manufacturers Institute. Communities such as South San Francisco, Bowie and Salmon Arm hope that recycling can come to their areas. It is the logical solution to the usable bottle as a means of partial relief from the trash barrage.

An editor’s outlook

Train riders have to ‘want it’
Cable-TV raps state regulation

CHICAGO (AP) -- A spokesman for the cable television industry (CATV) Wednesday criticized hearings by the Illinois Commerce Commission on state regulation of the industry and said his organization would participate in further hearings.

"The commission has made up its mind to regulate cable television and the only question at this stage is what form the regulation will take," charged Richard R. Zakowski, counsel for the Illinois-Indiana Cable Television Association.

The ICC, which has been conducting hearings on what it termed "the proper role of state regulation" of cable TV, denied the charge.

Zakowski of Crystal Lake told the commission that if it makes recommendations to regulate cable television in Illinois or asserts jurisdiction over CATV, "It will be acting contrary to the public interest.

"CATV is just beginning," he said, "and could be killed at birth by state regulation.

Zakowski characterized CATV as "an extreme high-risk business" and said its success or failure "depends on its ability to compete in the market place.

He said his group was withdrawing from further hearings because it could no longer afford to retain counsel or bring witnesses before the commission.

Another witness, Robert Brooks, said the commission he favored the construction of as many neighborhood CATV stations as possible.

Brooks, a professional engineer, said construction of a monochrome studio for CATV would cost $10,000 while a color studio would cost about $30,000.

Brooks said the stations could be easily supported by neighborhood advertisers. He added that a neighborhood network of stations would help improve communications between various segments.

'A national disgrace'

Percy blasts treatment of aged

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Calling the treatment of elderly persons a "national disgrace," Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-Ill., said Wednesday he will introduce a seven-point proposal to improve housing, health care, recreation, employment and transportation for the elderly.

"We have ignored the needs of the elderly. We have turned our backs on them. Their maturity, stability and accumulated wisdom have no market value and when the physical evidence of approaching age can no longer be disguised, we shut them off to bleak existence," Percy said.

Ageism, with its implications of segregation and alienation, is as prevalent a phenomenon as racism and, I submit, equally destructive," he said.

Percy's proposal includes bills to --
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Ag chemicals image tarnished by misuse

By Albert Meyer
University News Service

Minne has contributed most to the tarnished image that agricultural chemicals are getting in today's environment-conscious country.

That was the observation of a major chemical manufacturing company representative in talking about safety with chemicals at the recent Southern Illinois Fair and Horticulture Conference at Mt. Vernon, sponsored by area businesses and the SIU plant industries department.

Ralph Albinson, the chemical company spokesman, made numerous safety suggestions, many of them emphasizing safety hints that have been repeatedly brought to the attention of all persons. In spite of repeated warnings, many persons still are careless with chemicals, he said.

There are two major areas at which safety in handling must have foremost attention, at the point of use and in the distribution system. Accidental major spills of chemicals during distribution, such as in mishaps on the highway, or in railroad and large accidents pose possible dangers, he said. Define knowledge of the kind of chemical involved and proper handling procedures based on that knowledge is most important in such situations.

A communication system has been developed for such emergencies. It involves contacting a central office and an area coordinator who can dispatch a trained cleanup team from the nearest point to the scene of the accident if necessary. Often the central office or the area coordinator can provide local persons enough direction to dispose of the danger without using a special cleanup detail.

Careful attention to safety in warehouse storage and local delivery of agricultural chemicals, such as fertilizers and pesticides, is a responsibility of the dealer and distributor.

Albinson emphasized these items:

1. Make certain there are no broken containers in the lot.
2. Avoid dumping or tearing containers by mechanizing.
3. Insure agricultural chemicals from other merchandise, such as tools and seeds.
4. A few tragic accidents have resulted from carelessness of central employees in handling and transporting chemicals.
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Involvement cannot be fun we're proving it.
Rich East band will play at SIU

By University News Services

A clarinet concert by the Rich East Symphonic Band of Park Forest will be presented at SIU noon Tuesday. The SIU School of Music has announced.

The 88-member high school ensemble, touring Illinois and Kentucky colleges and universities April 4 and directed by Wallace F. Jones, will demonstrate its band rehearsal procedures, including warm-up and technique practice. SIU music students will be asked to conduct the group in selections of their choice. The band will also play classical, light musical and jazz selections, marches and the band's traditional signatures.

Jones, director of bands at Rich East High School since 1969, formerly taught instrumental music at Andes, Ohio, and Monticello. He holds degrees from Murray State University and the University of Illinois and has done further graduate study at Oberlin Conservatory of Music.

The Rich East Band goes on tour funded by the students every other year and has played for high schools, colleges and veterans hospitals throughout the Midwest. In alternate years the group presents a stage review show and on two occasions has taken the program on tour of Illinois and Ohio high schools.

The clarinet concert will be held in the University Center Ballrooms and will be open to the public without charge. Area music instructors and their students are urged to attend.

Undergraduate art show prizes to be given Sunday

By University News Services

Awards to SIU art students for prize-winning entries in the Undergraduate Show April 4-4 by the Mitchell Gallery will be presented at the opening day reception from 3-5 p.m. Sunday by Chancellor Robert G. Layser. Juror for the show was Leon Miley, art department faculty, University of Evansville, who selected the 19 award-winning works for $50 in prizes or purchase awards ranging from $175 to $50.

Prizes were contributed by President Emeritus Delays W. Morris and Mrs. Morris, Chancellor Layser, the College of Communications and Fine Arts and the University Galleries. The SIU Employees Credit Union and the University Center contributed purchase awards.

Carbondale Appliance and Television Mart Announces The Largest Ripoff Ever!

ALL ALBUMS MUST GO!

ORIGINALLY

$3.99
$4.69
$5.69

ALL 45'S
70c

ON SALE

Fisher XP-7B
Fisher 450
Fisher 202
Fisher 250
Fisher WSTO

for

was $159.95
now $129.95
was $399.50
now 299.50
was 269.95
now 199.95
was 349.95
now 279.95
was 79.95
now 59.95

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY

$2.99

212 S. Illinois
Bases on moon impractical
says Nobel-prize scientist

By Frank Mancini

Manned bases on the moon! As sensible as flying kites, perhaps, but not practical, answers a famed American scientist, who has been studying earth's nearest natural satellite for decades.

Analyses of rocks and dust returned to earth by Apollo 11 and 12 astronauts have shown them to be too dry to support life, as any water on or near the lunar surface is

"But surface materials are very dry and it would be too costly to drill for possible deep subsurface water deposits on the moon."

Consequently, the University of California (San Diego) chemistry professor sees no reason for putting much on the moon except for exploration, despite forecasts of some scientists that lunar bases are inevitable someday.

One of a select group of scientists chosen to analyze Apollo moon rocks and dust, Dr. Urey says his studies have convinced him that "none of us were right about the moon" before men explored it.

"Some geologist claims they knew all along about the moon's science but they didn't," he said. His findings, Urey says, have convinced him that:

1. The moon is a dead and more rigid than scientists or geologists believed before the Apollo explorations.

2. It is more rigid than earth. Huge election masses which have remained stable on the moon for 4.5 billion years would have sunk into the earth for our globe is far less rigid.

3. This leads to the conclusion that the moon is less likely than earth to be shaken by quakes. Our globe is pitted with convection cell regions but beneath the surface that constantly move back and forth, pushing huge rocks upward and thus causing surface quakes. The moon appears to have no convection cells, though some scientists don't subscribe to this theory and therefore has less quake potential.

4. Evidence that some of the moon's "seas" or maria-dry, solid lavas which are billion years younger than surrounding regions reflect a changing lunar surface, something geologists had not expected to find.

5. Some rock brought back from the moon is the same as that found on earth. Even so, scientists and geologists who use this to back a claim that civilizations and meteorites striking the earth broke away from the moon are following a false trail. Their origin still is a cosmic mystery.

Dr. Urey believes that even after the Apollo program winds up with three more scheduled moon missions, the United States should continue its exploration with unmanned, highly instrumented spacecraft.

"We won't know all we should about the moon when the Apollo program has ended," he said.

"Since we have spent billions on Apollo, we should finish the task.

Urey says one lunar region which will be skipped by the Apollo missions is marked by a series of black ridges plainly visible in photographs taken by Apollo astronauts.

"They look as though they might have been thrown up from the Mare Imbrium (Sea of Rain) by the violent explosion of a comet."

The retinue of prizes included, the list of winners is:

1. 10 presents - Dairy Queen
2. 15 presents - Varsity Theater
3. 10 presents - Caboose
4. 15 presents - Golden Bear
5. 10 presents - Papa Caesars
6. 200 presents - Discount Records
7. 6 presents - Varsity Theater
8. 6 presents - CABOOSE
9. 6 presents - Doughmuths
10. 1 presents - Caruso's
11. 6 lunches - Charlie Pickles
12. 1 pr. sandals - Zwicks

All proceeds go to IPIRG

AND MUCH MUCH MORE!!

50 cents ADMISSION

REVISED

NEW MURDALE BUS SCHEDULE

FREE BUS TO MURDALE SHOPPING CENTER

1701 W. MAIN CARBONDALE

*PLEASE SAVE THIS SCHEDULE*

BONAPARTE'S RETREAT

SUPER SOCK BENEFIT

for IPIRG

III. Public Interest Research Group

More than $500 in prizes

50 ALBUMS for DANCE CONTEST WINNERS

50 dollars for the first 150 people

200+ presents - Discount Records
15 presents - Golden Bear
15 presents - McDonalds
10 presents - Papa Caesars
10 presents - Varsity Theater
6 presents - Dairy Queen
2 presents - Goldsmiths
6 presents - CARUS Suit Shop
10 presents - Fox Theater
1 presents - CABOOSE
6 lunches - Charlie Pickles
1 pr. sandals - Zwicks

WIDE AND NARROW LOVE RINGS

Because love is as varied as life, Art Carved has created a magnificent collection of 350 rings in a wide variety of matching and non-matching styles. Wide or narrow, square or round, there is one for every taste.

Don's Jewelry

162 W. 3rd

Open 10-4
April 28 marks day set for TP student elections

Elections for student government positions at Thompson Point will be held April 28, according to Joe Anthony, TP president.

Thompson Point residents interested in running for the position of president, treasurer, activities coordinator and secretary, may pick up petitions beginning Wednesday. The petitions will be available at the Lentz Hall service desk.

Each petition must be signed by 50 Thompson Point residents, and turned in to the election commission one week prior to the election.

Also to be chosen April 28 will be the junior senator from Thompson Point. Students may obtain information on the senate position from the Student Government Office in the University Center.

Other requirements to run for area officers include: being a full-time student in good standing with the University, maintaining a 3.2 grade point average, residing at Thompson Point for one quarter prior to election and during term of office, and being a member of the University.

Further information can be obtained from Dave Butler, TP's election commissioner, at 453-4471.

‘New Moon’ play to begin tonight

“Trumpet of the New Moon,” a musical based on the life of the late Illness poet Yacobi Lindsay, will be produced this weekend on the Calipger Stage in the Communications Building.

Song and dialogue in the show will be interspersed under the direction of Jack Robinson, instructor in speech, and Thomas Tremark, an M.U. graduate. The music compositions based on Lindsay’s poetry, which he traded for room and meals as he hitchhiked across America.

Tickets to the ‘New Moon’ play are $1 sold-out shows in March. Robinson recommended that tickets for any of the weekend shows be bought in advance at the Department of Speech for $1.

Production times are at 8 a.m. on Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

BONAPARTE’S Retreat

FRIDAY AFTERNOON

COAL KITCHEN

FRIDAY NITE

LIGHT BRIGADE

Special - 12 oz. Can Hamms - 1c

SATURDAY NITE

ESQUIRES

ADMISSION ONLY $1 FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

SUNDAY

B.R.'s SUPER SOCK

BENEFIT FOR IRIRS

MONDAY

OTIS PLUM

15¢ BEER

EVERY AFTERNOON
Vets draw constitution, make plans

By Rita Peng

The SIU Vietnam Veterans Against the War (SIU-VVAW) drew up its constitution and discussed activities for this quarter at a meeting Tuesday night.

The constitution supports no ideology or political philosophy, and aims to help end the war in Southeast Asia and to convince the general public in Southern Illinois that being against the war is not unpatriotic.

The VVAW is launching a membership drive April 5-7 in the University Center for all veterans who have served for at least six months in the U.S. armed forces.

Preparations for a display case at the University Center are also being made according to Scott C. Miller, president of the VVAW. The display will begin at 10 a.m. on April 7 and will last until the following Monday.

Contributions on display are made by members and include hand grenades, antiaircraft, and other items.

Members from the VVAW panel are scheduled at 1:30 p.m. on April 13 to go on WCIL to present the experiences of Vietnam and their reasons for being against the war.

According to Rob Lapp, assistant chairman of the panel pool, the group has been invited to appear on a number of radio and television stations, and no member of the group will speak against the war publicly.

Miller said he believes that the antiwar sentiment will please not in individual differences, but only against the war will the group's efforts be focused.

Wagner Woodman, a new VVAW member from Canada, expresses his views:

"There are other alternatives... I'd like to discover them."

PEKIN FARMERS LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Robert Heins

Robert Heins of Murphysboro, Illinois, has been presented the Gold Keyman Award for 1970 by Pekin Farmers Life Insurance Company. This is the third consecutive year that Mr. Heins has won the Gold Keyman Award and he won the Silver Keyman Award in 1967. He has represented the Pekin Insurance companies for the past 14 years.
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Robert Heins Insurance
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Pakistan rebels seize Jessore

NEW DELHI (AP) — Rebel forces in East Pakistan on Thursday captured the key city of Jessore 60 miles southeast of Dacca, the provincial capital, newsmen returning from the scene reported.

The Pakistan government confirmed that its reports of armed Indian infiltrating border areas of East Pakistan to join the Ummayyad rebels. An Indian Foreign Office spokesperson in New Delhi denied the charge.

"We went all over the town freely," said a Swedish reporter who returned to India after visiting Dacca with several other correspondents. "There wasn't a Pakistan soldier in sight. It is liberated, or whatever you call it." Reporters said they saw East Pakistan civilians cut down at least 12 West Pakistani policemen with spears and knives on the streets of Jessore.

They said all businesses were closed and no women or children were in sight.

The reports said forces loyal to the breakaway leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman fought for three hours with Pakistan soldiers occupying strategic points in the city of about 300,000.

West Pakistan units, the report said, retreated to a camp about a mile from town where they began shelling suspected concentrations of resistance fighters.

Witnesses said civilians had already been evacuated and the artillery did little damage.

Positive laughter

Comedian Bob Blasser rendered his imitation of several politicians including the late Sen. Everett Dirksen, during Conversation Thursday in the SRA Arena. Blasser used jokes, impressions and anecdotes to say that laughter was "a positive step to getting it together" and making the world a little brighter. (Photo by Nelson Brook)

Employes Council reelects Hester

Lee Hester, who was defeated last fall in a bid for reelection as president of the Non-Academic Employees Council, has been reelected to the office.

Hester, botanical research supervisor, was elected recently by the 14-member council to succeed Dean L. Brown, music instrument technician, who resigned in March. Hester served as president in 1962-63.

Brown, who was council vice president, had been appointed to the presidency when David Upenarch, physical plant employee, left the University. Upenarch had defeated Hester in an election last fall. Brown said he resigned for personal reasons.

Chess Club will sponsor tournament

A five-round chess tournament will begin at 9 a.m. Monday in the University Center second floor room B. The two rooms will be occupied by two two-room groups and the following Saturday-Tuesday tournaments will be awarded to the three top places.

The tournament is open to all members of the University community. There will be a $2 entry fee for non-members and a $1 fee for members. The contest will be limited to 20 players because of space.

Interested persons should enter at a registration table 9 a.m. at 9 a.m. Saturday in the University Center.

Where to find us:

For more information, call President. 544-6204.

Goldsmith

Carbondale Open Friday until 9:30

CARBONDALE- HERKIN - CHAMPAGNE
MERLINS

Friday TGIF Afternoon 25c Ripple
MUNGER 25c Beer

11 piece band

Fri & Sat

ASK RUFUS

- Chicago's Top Band-

Come in and be spellbound by the Wizard's Magical Lighting Display

MERLIN'S GRILL OPEN 11 A.M.
315 So III 457-7712
Township elections

Bevirt, Brandon tell views

(Continued from page 1) He said that such a program would be difficult to set up, but is badly needed. Bevilt said that state and federal grants may be a source of revenue to finance such a program, and money will be taken from the county, and the program will be administered by Carbondale.

Bevilt said that he is in favor of using state aid to avoid the local schools and is concerned about the current situation in the town. He said that if the current situation is not changed, the town will have a difficult time maintaining its economy.

Speaking on the issue of maintenance of the roads, Bevilt said that the county roads should also be maintained. He said that Bevilt said that with proper markings, people would have an easier time finding their way around rural areas.

Bevilt recently completed requirements for a B.A. in speech, with a minor in marketing, and will be graduated from SIU in June. He has served as technical consultant to the city’s Environmental Protection Department for over a year and is a member of the Mayor’s Office of Environmental Protection.

Bevilt said that he was appointed a committee two years ago, when he was chairman of the county board, to work on the zoning problem. He said that the committee now has its recommendations “pretty well shaped,” and is currently holding public hearings.

“If there is no zoning, strangers can come into the county and buy land, and no one has any way to say what they use it for.” Bevilt said.

Better communications between the Jackson County Sheriff and Carbondale and Murphysboro police is another goal. Brandon said. He cited the possibility of obtaining another state grant to facilitate this.

Brandon said he has been working on having all county roads marked. He said that marked maps will soon be distributed to police and fire departments. He said that the hope is that markers can be put up on the roads.

Brandon has served on the Illinois State Board of Supervisors for 10 years, eight of those as Carbondale Township supervisor. He is a former chairman of the county board. He is a businessman and a Mason, but has no interest in the future other than his duties as a township supervisor at the present time.

18 vote approved

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) — Backed by a solid bloc of Democrats and a thin scattering of Republicans, the move to amend the U.S. Constitution by giving 18-year-olds the vote in state and local elections was approved by the Illinois Senate Thursday, 13-2.

Ratification of the proposed 26th constitutional amendment by Illinois cannot come until the issue is considered by the House, which will take up a week in the earliest.

Before such an amendment takes effect, giving full enfranchisement to young people already allowed to vote in federal elections, 30 states must ratify it.

The Senate debated HR 3, a hasty effort to amend the resolution by Sen. Mario Guarino, D-Peoria, a leader of Republican opposition. The Senate proposal would have excluded 18-year-olds from voting in bond issue referendums. Its opponents argue it would, in effect, invalidate the ratification of the full amendment by Illinois.

Sears, citing a Dec. 15 referendum on the 18-year-old vote that was defeated at the polls, argued that the Senate should have for respect for what the voters did three and a half months ago.

In the debate preceding the main vote, was raised the possibility of a new Senate among young people such as that surrounding the 16th Amendment.

National Convention in Chicago. If the 18-year-old vote is enacted, he warned, “there are many who may find it too late to have it called for a vote and I would not want the U.S. Supreme Court to set 18-year-olds in state and federal elections.

Pied Pipers will appear Saturday

The “Pied Pipers,” a student singing group from Freed-Hardeman Junior College in Henderson, Tenn., will perform at 8 p.m. Saturday at the Calypso Stage in the Communications Building.

The “Pied Pipers” will present a variety program without the use of scripts. The program is aimed at children who are from 4 to 8 years old. Admission to the program will be $3.00.

NDSL, EOG, and LEAF

Student Loan Checks

May now be picked up at the Bursar’s Office

Students must have I.D., fee statement, and class schedule to pick up checks.

Falstaff Beer

It comes in all shapes and sizes
Medicaid bill may charge needy persons

WASHINGTON (AP) — Provisions for charging low-income persons part of the cost of health care under Medicaid have been tentatively written into a new welfare bill, it was learned Thursday.

Medicaid is the federal-state system for those at the poverty level or close to it. It is distinct from Medicare, the all federal program for those 65 and older.

The House Ways and Means Committee, putting together a complex welfare bill it reported including on its draft a provision that reasonable charges, taking into account ability to pay, may be made for Medicaid services. The draft is still subject to review and change by the committee.

Wake-up service begins

By Teresa Hame
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

"Good morning...time for class"

By Teresia Hame
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

"Good morning. It's seven o'clock and time to get up. The sun is shining and it's supposed to reach the 90's today. Sorry, but your favorite team loses their game last night.

How would you like to wake up to a sexy voice instead of an alarm clock? That's now possible with an owning service starting in Carbondale.

- Bruce Rigno, owner of the Kato-Bee and Miss Kitty's, and his wife, Margaret, both recent graduates of ISU, are operating the wake-up service.

- Rigno got the idea last fall but had no time to begin the service before the winter quarter started. He said he remembers his college days and the classes he missed because of oversleeping. A wake-up service would have been handy and worth the money, he added.

Mrs. Rigno was a civil service worker at the Registrar's Office. Rigno said he felt more money could be made operating the wake-up service mornings than she was making working on campus.

Student Service, Inc., the name of the wake-up service, is taking applications from students to find out what time they wish to be awakened. A brief background is also being asked so a conversation relation to a person's interests can be conducted long enough for the person to wake up.

The service will be handled from Rigno's office. A switchboard featuring three operators has been set up.

Party freedom sought

Reds hit Brezhnev dogma

MOSCOW (AP) — Two foreign Communist leaders challenged Thursday the Brezhnev doctrine—limited sovereignty for Communist countries—in the presence of its author. They called for independence and sovereignty for all Communist parties.

Enzo Berliner, No. 2 man of the Italian party—the largest in the West—insisted on "Brezhnev independence for every party and every country."

Nenad Cvejicemac, first secretary of the Romanian Communist party, called for "all-party type of relations" among Communist countries based on "indipendence and national sovereignty, equal rights, and noninterference in internal affairs.

Brezhnev and Cvejicemac took the speaker's rostrum at the funeral at the Soviet Communist party's 24th congress.

They followed Czechoslovak party leader Gustav Husak, who thanked the Soviet Union for inviting his country in 1968.

While Husak supported the Brezhnev doctrine, Berliner stuck out an independent line for Italy's party.

Husak was cheered by the more than 3,000 Soviet delegates and official guests in the Kremlin Palace of Congresses. Berliner's address was read out by scattered applause and a cold glare from Brezhnev.

An undefined part of the congress agenda, but no less important because of it, is justification of the Soviet-led occupation of Czechoslovakia. This is the first party congress since the invasion, and the overthrow of reformer Alexander Dubcek, and his supporter's of "socialism with a human face."

Beginning with the keynote ad
dress at Brezhnev's address on Tuesday, speakers have been filling in the political to approve of the embassy as a duty and a necessity.

PREGNANT?
Need Help?
Call (215) 878-5800
473-9999
For Assistance in Aborting a Hopeless Situation
At Any Time of Day or Night
ABORTION REFERRAL SERVICE
L, INC.
Spring cinema schedule claimed most impressive

By David Dale
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

"This spring the films to be shown in Davis and Purr Auditoriums add up to one of the most impressive representations of film shown in any campus theatre. The filmmakers involved may not be the auteur theory's choice but they are still entertaining and fun.

Starting off the quarter is Friday, Feb. 20 and 30 and 10:45 p.m. is Otto Preminger's "Advise and Consent." The 1962 black-and-white film is based on the Pulitzer Prize-winning novel by Allen Drury. The plot deals with the tactics of the President's cabinet and its involvement. Burgess Meredith received an Academy Award nomination for his performance.

Saturday's free film in Davis is the first in a series of films in the program. "The War Lover," presented by the Film Association, is a super-ficial account of Steve McQueen and Robert Mitchum's training in World War II plots in England, both in love with Shirley MacLaine. The aerial photography is the best thing about this 1962 British film. The free films start out Friday with "Groomet, Harpo, Chico and Zeppo Marx in one of their finest comedies, "Duck Soup." Directed by Leo McCarey in 1933, this funny comedy is as fresh today as it was then. The brothers reduce the Kingdom of Freedonia to a shambles and in the process come up with one of the funniest comedies ever filmed. It will be worth your time and money.

Saturday's pay film in Purr is "Walk, Don't Run." This sophisticated 1966 color comedy stars Sandra Dee as a young woman talked into letting Cary Grant and Jim Hutton share her one apartment during the Tokyo Olympics. Not a bad comedy if you like fluffy.

Free films coming up this quarter are things like Arthur Miller's "Death of a Salesman," about a man who desperately wanted to be liked but who lacked the integrity to win the admiration he covets. Fredric March received an Academy Award nomination for his portrayal of Wilie Loman.

"Elizabeth the Queen" also known as The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex" in the historical drama and romance of Elizabeth and Essex and their violent as well as passionate relationship and maneuvering for political power. Bette Davis, Errol Flynn, Olivia de Haviland and Vincent Price star in this 1939 color film, which was nominated for five Academy Awards.

Richard Burton turns up as Edw.

Home Ec offers summer workshops

By University News Services

Twenty short courses and workshops will be offered during the 1981 summer session by the School of Home Economics at SIU, according to Thomas E. Brooks, dean of the School.

Each of the six departments will provide one or more extra-opportunities to students. Training programs, in addition to regular general-interest offerings of eight or 12 weeks duration.

Short courses include:
- Food and nutrition department - "Eating Well," June 21-25.

Nurses expect future security

DENVER (AP) - Nurses have the right to expect equal economic and professional security, a national nursing leader says, but strikes and picketing are not the answer.

Betty Thomas, the immediate past president of the 13,000-member Association of Operating Room Nurses, said, obtaining that security without strikes is a difficult problem.

"We are in a very unique position regarding such activity because we work with a unique segment of the public—people whose safety cannot be jeopardized," she said in an interview.

"Somehow, nurses must arrive at a solution this difficult problem of economic security. The best answer is in the legal protection we have as a group. If we can't protect ourselves, we must think of the help is not forthcoming," she said.
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Satyricon: a visual trip into obscurity

By David Daly
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Over the years, my affinity for the classics of Federico Fellini hasn’t been particularly acute, by choice. Visually, I have always felt that I was not entirely prepared to meet Mr. Fellini’s towering, and by some would argue, greatest living satirist, and a “visual odyssey” in obscurity. I have always seemed more to meet him at arm’s length.

More than that, his preoccupation with sex, as well as the random violence and total lack of any degree of plot feasibility, has tended to make the more recent examples of his cinema (“La Dolce Vita” “Jacket of the Spirit” and now “Satyricon”) nothing more than an unctuous, but galling kind of Cinema of the Obscenities.

Still, learned things are written about Fellini, about his “post La Dolce Vita” grip on the social realization of our time. And now the same kind of adulatory analysis is being applied to “Fellini Satyricon,” which is grading away at the Sabah Cinema. There will be little of that here.

“Satyricon” is a bundle of word sketches and offbeat faces, and glower, glaring,核查 colors if anything, it is a monumental example of the cinema’s bizarre atmosphere, not much more.

It is a cinematic straight from Hells, about a tarnished young Roman tribune named Anonymus, going on his first expedition to Rome. Along the way, he encounters stillness and the corruption of ancient Rome with a ratherbrace for his alphabetic alliance to the style and habits of the present. It shows Anonymus at the beginning of his journey towards a more even scene and message in the ultimate form of rebellion, and far less revolting, than the one that might be possible for him. It is a much more communicable product, perhaps suited to any other director dealing with the Last War.

But of course that’s not the way to Museum to add mobile exhibit

By University News Service

A new mobile exhibition hall featuring SIU’s burgeoning collections of international arts and crafts will be unveiled Thursday, the SIU Museum has announced.

The custom-built trailer, 12 x 40 feet, will be parked across from the Chancellor’s Office in Anthony Hall. Visiting hours will be 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

The inaugural exhibition will contain selected works from the Museum’s storeroom of objects from Thailand, Nepal and Pakistan, according to William Sheer, mobile exhibition coordinator.

The objects will be changed about three times a year to emphasize recent acquisitions, he added.

The public is invited at no charge.

Who would believe history could be so entertaining and enlightening?

I hope you will replay your special so our parents might have the opportunity to see it

THE PEOPLE SAID IT ALL!

When it ran before a flood of letters and telegrams came pouring in almost the moment

Swing Out Sweet Land was over

We’ve printed a few typical comments above partly to remind you how special the show was, but mostly to make sure you’re watching again when

BUDWEISER presents JOHN WAYNE

in “Swing Out Sweet Land”

Thursday, April 8 8:30-10 P.M. EST NBC-TV

Miller 6 pac 12 oz. cans 1.19
Busch 6 pac 12 oz. cans .99
Black Label 6 pac 12 oz. cans .89
Burgemeister 24+12 oz. ret. btl. 2.49

VODKA

Crown Russe
5th 2.99 Qt. 3.98

GIN

Walker’s 5th 2.99
Booth’s 90 proof Qt. 3.99

RUM

Crown of the Islands 5th 3.69

A memorable, heart warming 90 minutes

Find your image in the D.E. Classifieds.
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Letter to Layer supports
Vietnamese Studies Center

By Sue Half
Daily Evergreen Staff Writer

A group of 13 students enrolled in courses through the Vietnamese Studies Center have announced their support of the center.

Latin Americanist Robert G. Layer, the students said these courses are "scholarly in nature", have heightened their interest and understanding of the area "worth at least as much attention as courses on other 'worthier' subjects."

The students said they are forming an Ad Hoc Advisory Group to criticize and suggest policies and academic programs for the center as recommended by the Fact Finding Panel's report suggesting greater student involvement in the center.

The students urged the University to "reaffirm its commitment to the study of Vietnam.

By Illinois Information Service

Gov. Richard Ogilvie has proclaimed April 30 as Prisoners of War Day in Illinois. He asked prayers for the prisoners and cooperation in every effort to call attention to their plight. The proclamation reads:

"Thousands of families throughout our country daily grieve for absent members—those young men who answered our nation's call to the defense of others and are now the defenseless, silent ones. They are the prisoners of war.

The silence that envelops them fills their loved ones at home with apprehension for their safety, anxiety for their comfort and a self-inflicting frustration of their instinct to know and to help."

Only with a massive national protest can we hope to gain the attention of their captors and perhaps influence the negotiations in the release and in fulfilling their obligations as a signatory of the 1968 Geneva Convention concerning treatment of prisoners and releasing of their names.

"The world asks the Governor of the State of Illinois, proclaim Wednesday, April 30, 1971, Prisoners of War Day in Illinois, urge all Illinoisans to pray for the men who are held prisoners and to cooperate in every effort to call attention to their plight.

R.B. Fuller will speak Sunday

R. Buckingham Fuller, inventor, philosopher and University professor at SIU, will address The Unitarian Fellowship at the 10:30 a.m. service this Sunday.

Fuller, who came to SIU after his retirement from Harvard University, was the author of almost a full page poem last Saturday in the New York Times. Fuller had sent the poem as a telegram to Senator Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., on the topic of environmental protection. Fuller frequently is the subject of leading articles in news magazines, and recently a long discussion of his philosophical ideas was published in a leading professional magazine.

The public is invited to attend the service and coffee hour following.

Great gift idea.

Think of some things that are fast, easy, and cheap to obtain, now think of the H-E-B classifieds.
Congress will study private pension plans

WASHINGTON (AP) - Top-ranking members of the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee will reportedly remedy long-drawn-out deliberations on the pension plan for those in a short-term, non-union labor force.

The philosophical issues of large percentages of workers in any particular industry will be heard by a subcommittee, which he said, will begin public hearings soon with a view to writing legislation which can be enacted in this Congress.

$700,000 sought

Health service proposed

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Gov. Richard B. Ogilvie requested $700,000 to undertake a program to study the feasibility of health services in a special message to the General Assembly.

He proposed action in four areas: prepaid health maintenance organizations (HMOs); health maintenance planning, control and special programs for nursing homes and for patients in immediate need.

The governor said he supported the need for these reforms is pressing because "the present health care system is not only inefficient but is running out of control. We simply are not getting appropriate health care to most of the people when and where they need it."

He called the present health care system "a complicated mess that is made even more confusing by the ever expanding mazes of HMOs. Ogilvie said existing HMO's do not provide for those who cannot afford them. He also called for a more comprehensive program that would encourage the patient, public and community-based organizations to be based on group-wide medical practice and patients make monthly payments and incur no extra charges when they become ill.

The governor asked for $120,000 to assist community groups in developing HMOs and the Department of Public Health will be directed to give top priority to HMOs in allocating capital funds.

He said that in Springfield, the city, as a major employer, will contract with private and public facilities to provide a prepaid local health care program for all state employees.

Ogilvie requested $300,000 for the Office of Comprehensive State Health Planning to analyze the state's health care needs and said he is strengthening the agency by placing it within his office. He also asked for $200,000 for regional health organizations to enable them to collect data analyzed needs, review and evaluate proposed programs and plans for their own communities' future.

Turning to areas of health planning, he urged legislation that would permit new construction of hospitals, nursing and shelter care homes only upon issuance of permits by state health care agencies.

He also asked for legislation allowing the state to sell tax exempt revenue bonds to provide low interest loans for the construction and expansion of health care facilities.

Our support of each of these measures in health planning is dependent on the enactment of all of these measures, he said.

Discussing cost control, the governor said he is establishing an Office of Health Economics which will develop hospital reimbursement rates set in advance for a fixed period. He said it will also make a full review of reimbursement rates to extend to care facilities. He referred to recent disclosures regarding poor conditions at nursing homes in Chicago and said he is increasing the staff of inspectors with the state Department of Public Health by 20 per cent.

The dominant concern of health planners is the development of a statewide computerized system for the inpatient record and blood banks and a statewide emergency medical care network. The network would consist of about 40 hospitals or medical centers throughout Illinois.

Grassroots starts publicity drive

By University News Service

A publicity campaign has been launched by the student literary magazine at SUU, the Campus Review, to publicize the activities of the Grassroots magazine and its work. The Grassroots magazine have been featured by national and local media, including the Daily Press, the Student Weekly, the Salt Lake Tribune, the Salt Lake Times, the Salt Lake Herald, the Deseret News, and the Salt Lake County News.

The grassroot's main goal is to create a new generation of organizing students to help in the fight for a better world. The magazine is published twice a month, and it covers topics such as environmentalism, worker's rights, and anti-war activism.

The magazine is available for free at the University of Utah's main campus and at various local bookstores. The subscription price is $10 per year.

The magazine is also available online at their website, www.grassrootsutah.com. The website includes articles, videos, and other resources related to the magazine's mission.

FBI investigates mail sent to Viet POWs

WASHINGTON (AP) - A retired FBI agent has lived in the United States for more than 20 years.

The agent, who is a former member of the FBI's Counterintelligence Division, said he had been contacted by someone who had received a letter from a Viet Cong POW camp.

The letter contained a threat to kill POWs if the United States did not withdraw its forces from Vietnam.

The agent said the letter was written by a group of former Viet Cong fighters who had been living in the United States since the war ended in 1975.

The group, called the Nationalists of Vietnam, had been seeking to tap into the anti-war movement in the United States to gain support for their cause.

The agent said the group was led by a former Viet Cong commander who had been living in the United States since the war ended.

The group was formed in 1975 by a group of former Viet Cong fighters who had been living in the United States since the war ended.

The group's main goal is to seek support in the United States for their cause.

The group has been active in the United States since the war ended, and its members have been in touch with the anti-war movement here to seek support for their cause.

The group has also been active in other countries, including Canada and Europe, in seeking support for their cause.

The group's main goal is to seek support in the United States for their cause.

The group has been active in the United States since the war ended, and its members have been in touch with the anti-war movement here to seek support for their cause.

The group has also been active in other countries, including Canada and Europe, in seeking support for their cause.
Easter music programs set by campus, Baptist groups

By University News Services

Two television specials for the Easter season have been programmed by WBU-TV, Channel 4, Carbonado, and WUSB-TV, Channel 18, Olympia.

On Thursday at 7:30 p.m., the 90-minute "Jesus, A Passion Play for Americans," will recreate the story of Passion Week in a production which combines elements of the traditional passion play with modern music and modern settings.

The show originally was shown during last Easter season on the NFL Telnet series. It is given most of its dialogue from the King James translation of the Bible but is performed in modern dress, accompanied by blues music.

On Easter Sunday at 7:30 p.m., a program of religious music will be dedicated featuring the 60-voice choir of Father Filanagin's original Boys Town in Omaha, Neb. The setting will be the Donal Memorial Chapel which was built in the 1920's for production of the Bing Crosby film "Boys Town."

State agency named for flood insurance

SPRINGFIELD, I. L. — Gov. Richard B. Ogilvie has designated the Department of Local Government Affairs as the coordinating agency to assist Illinois communities in the effort to establish the enduring flood insurance program.

Ogilvie said the insurance is available directly to qualifying towns and villages, and that the state department can serve as a "catalytic agent" in the program. Under federal regulations, "communities must agree to procedures that they may agree to pass by Dec. 31 "adequate land and coastal measures designed to reduce exposure to flood risk.

Agencies must be accompanied by maps of flood-prone areas, a brief history of flood experience, and a summary of the local legal authority to regulate land use.

Upon certification of a community by the federal office, flood insurance is available through regular insurance brokers and through the agency of tax-deductible premiums, and to small business owners.

Business owners must meet through March 1, 1969, a net worth of over $100,000, net worth not less than $25 million and net worth not less than the proceeding 5 years, net worth not less than $1 million, net worth not less than $25 million and net worth not less than $5 million.

All policies provide a $10,000 or less deductible clause, which is greater in every case and buildings. The first $50,000 of the coverage is $15,000 for single-family residential, up to $50,000 for multiple-family dwellings and small businesses, and up to $100,000 for public administration, and up to $200,000 for public administration in the preceding 5 years.

Additional coverage may become available after a rate study has been made, and actual premium rates have been established for the area.

SLU man to give paper

On Barbarian slave life

Jerome S. Handler, associate professor in the Department of Anthropology, will present an invited paper at the Conference of Caribbeans in History, to be held at the University of Guyana, Guyana, South America, April 15-17.

The paper "Aspects of Slave Life in Barbados" is part of a Manuscript Cultural Context, is co-authored with Charles Brown from the Department of Anthropology at Edinboro State College.

On Thursday, April 3rd at 7 p.m., Handler will discuss the history and biology of slave society in Barbados, the tropical island nation in the Caribbean, which was once a major slave plantation society.

The conference is being held in conjunction with the 17th Annual Meeting of the American Anthropological Association at Edinboro State College.
Two Easter season specials planned for SIU television

By University News Service

Two special programs of Easter music will be broadcast Easter Sunday afternoon (April 11) on SIU's radio station WMUS-FM, 89.3 mc. Beginning at 1:30 p.m., the SIU Collegium Musicum and Chamber Orchestra will be heard in a 2-hour program of music by Johann Sebastian Bach. From 4 to 4:30 p.m. the choir of the Olive Freewill Baptist Church of Carbondale will sing a program of gospel music. The Osvet program is an extra offering in the "Voices of Black America" series.

The first half of the Bach program will feature the Collegium Musicum performing three Bach cantatas. The Chamber orchestra will perform Bach's "Bایت in B minor. Concertos in C minor, and Concerto in D minor.

PEDWIN SANDALS
All our Sandals are in Stock

BROWN'S SHOES

218 South Ill.

NOTICE
If your buying bells and body shirts without first checking at the Caboose, you're not doing yourself justice

The program originated is was tape during the 1965 Bach Festival at the SIU Lutheran Student Center. Vocal soloists were Millicent Swift and Linda Lovig, soprano, Ramecndle Pouter, mezzo, Barbara Bonides and Janice Hudland, contraltos, William Taylor, bass, and Ken Hudland, tenor.

Intrumental soloists are David Cowley, cello, Karen Britt, flute, George Blaney, oboe, and Myron Kirtman, Herbert Levinson, and Joyce Polland, violins. Conductor is the Collegium Musicum in Weyou, Morgan, Myron Kirtman, concluder of the Chamber Orchestra is assisted on the podium by Herbert Revenon and James Young.

Director of the Osvet Freewill Baptist Church Choir is Kay Feyer, Program producer is Rand Libman.

Co-stars in musical

"Zorba" next in Celebrity Series

By University News Service

Vivian Blaine, who sang the "Guys and Dolls" bit on television last week in the Tony Awards tribute to the best musical in each of the past 25 years, will costar in "Zorba.

The Broadway hit is coming to SIU's Shryock Auditorium for two performances Saturday, April 24.

SIU Orchestra concert
classified for April 14

By University News Service

The SIU Orchestra, James Strong, conductor, will present Saint-Saens "The Carnival of the Animals" for two groups and a concert at 8 p.m. April 14 in Shryock Auditorium, the School of Music has announced.

Presented as a part of the Children's Concert series and cosponsored by the SIU School of Music and the Morning Elude Club of Carbondale, the concert will feature Esther Haus, and Mary Jane Grillet, duo-pianists, and Herbert Marshall, narrator.

The concert is open to area school students and their teachers.

Announcing Grand Opening

April 1 - 4

DOWNSTATE COMMUNICATIONS, INC
(formerly Martin's CB Radio Service)

Business & Citizen Band

2 Way Radio Equipment

Car 8 Track Units

Police_MONITOR Receivers

Sales & Service

A STUDENT OWNED BUSINESS

214 S. UNIVERSITY

Ph 549-2980

College Ave. R.R. Crossing

The Christian Science Monitor commented that "It has been a long time since a musical with the unity of force and intense musiciansity of "Zorba", spread on Broadway.

Tickets, available at the Central Ticket Office, University Center are $4, 5 and $6 for the evening show. $3 and $4 for the matinee for the general public and $1 less in each category for SIU students.

Paramount to produce Reuben's best seller

NEW YORK (AP) - Paramount Pictures and Brodsky-Gould Productions, a joint venture headed by producer Jack Brodsky and screen star Elliott Gould, will produce "Dr. David Reuben's best-selling non-fiction book, 'Everything You Always Wanted To Know About Sex But Were Afraid To Ask.'" It was announced by Robert Evans, Paramount's senior vice president in charge of worldwide production.
Salukis head for relays

By Ken Swearing
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

If you want to get a sharp reaction out of SIU head track coach Don Hartung, just ask him if Ivory Crockett has a chance to win a race.

"He has a chance everywhere he runs," the coach said with a stern voice. "If I didn't think he would win, I wouldn't put him in." Crockett will face one of his old rivals when the track team enters the Kentucky Relays at Lexington, Ky., Friday and Saturday.

Jim Green of Kentucky, NCAA champion in the 100 yard dash, will join Crockett in the event as his favorite.

Basketball star to visit Southern

Marcus Sebastian, a 6-4, 200-pound center-forward from Elcino-Larkins' Sweet 16 basketball team, will visit the SIU campus this weekend.

Sebastian averaged 14.6 points and 17 rebounds per game this year, only his second season of competition.

His coach, Stan Marsh, says Sebastian is an excellent defensive player and very quick and mobile for his size. The Blue and White Royals finished the season at 10-8 before they were eliminated in the super sectionals.

Green's last meeting with the SIU sprinter was at the Florida Relays last weekend where the Kentucky men took the 100 with Crockett finishing third.

Ray Robinson of Florida A & M, who placed second at the Florida Relays, will also compete on the Kentucky track.

Indiana's Mike Gass and Ohio State's Jim Harris can't be counted out of the 100.

Crockett won his first big meet on the Kentucky track at the UofF meet in competition in the 100 during a steady rain beating outstanding sprinters including Green with a 10.1 in the Spring of 1983.

Following the 100, Crockett will run in three relay races.

Crockett will lead off in the sprint medley relay followed by Stan Patterson, Eddie Sutton and Ken Nadder or Terrence Erickson.

Erickson, Patterson, Sutton and Crockett will run in the 400 relay Saturday followed by Bob Marrow replacing Patterson in the mile relay.

Glenn Upchurch and Dave Hill will run with Marrow and Nadder in the distance medley.

"I feel that the 440 and the mile relays should be our best bet," said Hartung. "We should place in the others."

The SIU basketball coach sees Oleb Gardiner as standing a chance in the triple and long jump.

Mike Bernard, who holds the school record in the high jump at 7 feet, may hold his own there.

Ron Frye will enter the 120-yard high hurdles as he continues to improve the school mark of 14.1. His best time is 14.4.

There won't be a team title in the meet, but over 80 college teams will be there with all the Big Ten, Ohio Valley and Mid-American conference schools appearing.

Teams from the Southeastern Conference will also appear along with independent schools including Norte Dame.

Karate

fitness & self defense

Ishihara Karate
116 N. III 2nd Floor
Michael Wadiak
2nd Degree Black Belt
Certified Instructor
Visitor Welcome 549 - 8070

FOR SALE

Automotive

Sports car, Cartersville, 1969 Camaro 2.5, 5 speed, low miles, excellent condition. 624-2637 or 4 p.m. on any Saturday.

"340 cu. in. stick, new engine, 1020 at wheel. Call V. M. 625-4083"

1966 VW Karman Ghia, 1,425, aut. low miles, 4-speed. V. M. 426-1111

Honda 350 Superhawk, 3500 mi. Turn signal needs replacing, 624-4225.

Track, Cartersville, 1970 Galaxie, 13 ft. custom built, 12,000 miles, all 6-speed. V. M. 624-4083.

1977 YAMAHA XV 750 for sale. 624-5097

1963 Templett, air, 36k, just past baby-624-9921

Fiat 128, 2-dr. needs switch, 624-3947, 94, 4-speed for Greg and Ada Billing

Kawasaki, all models in stock. Terry Bailey, 10 grand off, call 624-4225, 624-5756.

Camer's Cycle Shop, 510 S. 239th

Thunderbird, must sell, runs good 624-5429

1967 VW bug, running boards, auto. Top of the worlds, 425-7872

71 Triumph herald 1360, 31300 mi. In stock in Macon Ap. 4, 424-1111

KS 700s, Triumph Bonne, excellent condition, 7000 miles, rider free, 624-4225

82 YAMAHA, single 852-1111

Southern Hills

1962 Fairlane, 4 cyl auto, good mechanical shape 875, 624-3947

76 Honda CR 105, gold, 1249, 000 mi. Can ride, 624-3947

1968 Jaguar 4-6 drive, automatic transmission, 104, 000 mi. California, 875-3947

Real Estate

Farm, Bumcombe, prior to sell by owner 42 acres, 1000 ft. of frontage on生殖 farms, home, garage, everything included. 624-4277 at 4 p.m. or anytime Sat. or Sun.

For sale, 7 acres farm, 7 farm house, barn, 7 out building, or house, same time, will rent. 624-4277

Mobile Home

Mobile homes for rent or sale. 624-6263

Sells Elcino, furn, scrap yard, 624-6263

Mobile homes for sale. Choice prints, 624-1111

For sale, 1042 4th St. P.O. box 351, 624-4225

For rent, 1400 Old Carbondale or 624-4224

230 E. Springs Ave., 1 br, 1 bath, 1100. 624-4263

210 E. Scotch Hill, 2 br, 1 bath, 900. 624-4224

290 N. Illinois, 2 br, 1 bath, 800. 624-4224

LITTLE CAESAR'S

Papa's Friday Special!

12 oz. Fish Basket and Jumbo Salad

Fresh Strawberry Pie

OPEN 9 am Daily
CLOSE 3 pm Monday-Thursday
5 pm Friday-Saturday

FOR SALE (Cont.)

MISCELLANEOUS

Equipment: 1934 Ford Model A, 5 window, round windshield, full size, 624-4263.

For sale, 1970 Oven, S/C: 12,000 miles, 245, 000 for sale. 624-4263

Organically Grown Produce

1 lb. Natural Food Store

1 lb. Jackson

Phone 549-5041

GROW YOUR OWN

BURPEE SEEDS & STARTER PLANT POT

16 kinds of beans every flower and grain

granola
gaeta

dried organic eggs

logs and more

Hrs. 11-6
Perkins leads Saluki golfers past St. Louis University

The SIU golf team, behind medalist David Perkins and some rainy conditions, patched a 180-308 victory over St. Louis University at Crab Orchard Country Club Thursday. The match, which featured the Salukis sweeping all six contests, had to be postponed at the end of nine holes due to Inclement conditions. "It was so cold," commented SIU coach Lynn Holder, "that the boys couldn't hold on to their clubs."

Perkins, a junior from Benton, fired a par 36 to beat St. Louis' Nick Barth who scored a 47.

Saluki captain Harvey Ott and Vito Sapiuto also were victorious coming through with 38's to defeat Gene Crawley and Robert Lee.

Adding to Southern's victory were Jay Willkenson and Geoff Young both of whom has 45's for the shortened contest. Their triumph came over Jim Clossick who shot 42 and Rich Lawrence at 47.

Low man for the Billikens was Ernie Pizzuto at 41. His effort was in a losing cause, however, as his opponent, SIU's Richard Toek, bested him by a single stroke to complete the clean sweep by the Salukis.

Holder expressed happiness with the results, saying, "for the weather conditions, I think the scores were excellent."

Southern's next contest will be against Missouri State of St. Louis at 1:15 p.m., Monday at Crab Orchard Country Club after which the golfers will fly to Swane, Tenn., for the South Classic Invitation which is sponsored by Austin Peay State University.

---

Daily Egyptian

Sports

SIU gymnasts lead nationals after one day's competition

By Fred M. Weinberg
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

ANN ARBOR, Mich. - Two relatively unheralded teams, SIU and Penn State, have taken a somewhat commanding lead after the first day of compulsory competition in the NCAA gymnastics championships here at the University of Michigan's Crisler Arena.

SIU's on top of the field with a 155.55 team score while the Nittany Lions are second at 134.80. Iowa State lies way back in the field, over a point down with 125.61.

Competition continues in two sessions Friday with the preliminary optional routines in the floor exercise, side horse and still rings at 1:30 p.m. and the vaulting, parallel bars and high bar at 8 p.m.

SIU's performance was largely due to good individual routines by rings man Charles Roperquet, 9.8, floor exercise man Gary Morav, 8.8, and bar man Dave Oliphant, 8.9. Ron Alden, 8.7, and Frank Benesh, 8.6.

Other good routines were turned in by Morava in the vaulting competition, 8.8, Don Locke, 9.8 on the parallel bars and all-around contestant Tom Lindner, who posted a 9.6 in the floor exercise and a pair of 8.95's in the parallel bar and high bar.

Roperquet leads the field in the rings competition over Ben Fernandez of Indiana and Dave Seals of Indiana State. Seals, defending national champion, is sitting third hampered by a pulled left hamstring.

Oliphant is sixth in the individual sidehorse standings, Morava is tied at tenth in the floor exercise standings. Lindner is tied for ninth in the vaulting and sixth in the high bar. Locke sits at 11th in the parallel bars and De Smith is tied at tenth in the high bar standings.

"Marvelous performance, simply marvelous," said Michigan coach Newt Lokin. "They were past all fired up and went out and did what they were capable of doing.

Lokin could not explain his team's failure to crack the top three of the field which it won last year except to say that "they are really going to have to get fired up to get anything out of this thing tomorrow."

---

Correction

There will be no home track meet Friday or Saturday as reported in the Daily Egyptian March 21.

The Salukis will compete in the Kentucky Relays in Lexington, Ky., this weekend and the first home meet of the season will be against Indiana State at 7 p.m., Saturday, April 10, in MacAndrew Stadium.

For more information on the Kentucky Relays, see page 22.

---

Mike Klein
Second Thoughts

Linn Long 'ticked off'

"A political façade."

Linn Long uses those words to describe the new district qualifying method for the NCAA wrestling championships.

Long is Southern's head wrestling coach. He's a man who makes snide off-the-record comments. But mention the new district method used this year on the record and with strong language.

"What really ticks me off is I'm doing everything I know how to build a national caliber team here and I don't have enough energy, desire or time to worry about all the other crap...making sure our competitors are qualified and all that," Long said.

"I feel that if I had done this in a different manner I might have won an easy tournament and come out with the right thing."

The district matches were used to help cut the number of final tournament entrants. It certainly did that. Many weight classes were under the 22 competitors allowed. Some decided to hold their fifth place district qualifier wouldn't have much chance in the nationals enough to keep him home, saving some money.

In past years, the tournament has operated on a open basis. Any university division school could bring one wrestler from each weight class. Top finishers from the college division tournament were allowed to participate.

Under the new system, which retains college division wrestlers, each of the seven districts is allowed a set number of qualifiers per weight class. The number varies from five to two. That presents inequities

Big Eight helped

For example, the Big Eight, was a district all by itself this year, qualifying 30 men, five per weight class.

District Four, in which Southern participated had the entire Big Ten, Midwestern and Mid-American conferences plus enough independents to bring the number of participating wrestlers to 26.

But like the Big Eight (District Five) only one man was able to qualify by each weight class and progress to the nationals.

"Without a doubt, the supposedly strong wrestling region, the Big Ten won is the area that got the new setup," Long said.

"If I could pick the district we were in, we could have qualified, seven, eight guys."

SIU qualified three in the overpopulated District Four.

The change was brought about last year by the NCAA wrestling committee which has one wrestling coach representing each conference. The new system was supposed to act in the best interests of his district, not his conference or school.

Long said Ken Kraft, Northwestern head coach, is the District Four representative and claims his hands were pretty much tied when the new system was instituted.

At this Sunday's rules committee meeting in Las Vegas, Kraft will push for qualification based on points from the respective conference meets.

If that comes to pass, he thinks the Midwestern Conference will be hurt "because our lobbying ability is not good enough."

One of the few aspects Long liked about districts was watching his men defeat Big Ten opponents.

"I sort of enjoyed watching (Rich) Casey whip the Big Ten champ and I sort of enjoyed watching (Kan) Gerdes kick two or three Big Ten guys around on his way to a runner-up position."

"Nobody understands what that satisfaction feels like unless they try to schedule Big Ten teams and the dogdam run-around."

---

Ron Downs of Monmouth College reaches for first base as Saturo Den Pedersen tries to tag him at first base during Tuesday's doubleheader. Downs was safe but Monmouth lost both games of the doubleheader. The second game was cancelled due to the weather. The second game. The Salukis are at Memphis State for a game Friday in the final game of the doubleheader against MacMurray College at 1:05 p.m. Sunday. (Photo by John Logliol)

He beat the tag

No fair solution

Under the current method, it seems highly unlikely any school from District Four will ever have enough qualifiers to seriously threaten Big Eight teams which have dominated the sport for 25 years.

"Long's solution? He doesn't have one."

"There's always going to be pegging of that base, that got screwed right down through the season...and it can come up with something that's fair fairly arbitrarily."

But there's no need to give the Big Eight a horn share of the qualifiers and sell everyone else down the river.